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An Oxford University Experience
Writing Consultant Laura Satre studies abroad in the UK

• • • by Maria Varano
Merry 

Christmas 
                             
                             From the Writing Center  

      Eleanor Roosevelt once said, “The purpose of life is to live it, to 
taste experience to the utmost, to reach out eagerly and without fear for 
newer and richer experience.” This is exactly what Nyack College Junior, 
Laura Satre, did this fall 2013. Journeying 3,400 miles away, she chose to 
spend this year studying abroad at Oxford University. Laura attributes 
this decision to her love for British literature, architecture, and culture, a 
passion ignited from the tender age of 5 when she read The Tales of 
King Arthur.
      Laura’s journey thus far has been a rewarding challenge. Weekly 
assignments usually consist of 2 ten-page papers; no drafts, no quizzes, no 
tests, no handouts, just essays. As daunting as this may sound, Laura has 
been immensely blessed by the community of students surrounding her 
at Oxford. In a large house of about 30 other students, Laura and her 
peers draw from each other as they work together to conquer all-nighters 
and never-ending essays.
       

Fall 2013

NYACK COLLEGE



2013 Welcomes 
New 

Consultants & 
Staff

by Jessica Hannon
• • •

In 2013, The Writing 
Center has had the privilege of 
welcoming a new crop of 
consultants, each one hand-picked 
according to their passion for 
helping fellow students hone their 
writing voice.

In Spring 2013, we 
received (from top left to right, row 
by row) Leslie Johnson (receptionist 
and program assistant), Kathleen 
O’Sullivan (English), Stephanie 
Babu (MA in Old Testament 
Literature), Pamela Schwartz (MA 
in Old Testament Literature), and 
Pamela Code (Business & Religion). 
This Fall 2013, we are pleased to have 
Maria Varano (Education), Ryan Floridia 
(Pastoral Ministries), Kirene Ramesar 
(Music), Sarah Yim (Education), and 
myself (Education).

As a new consultant this fall, I 
have experienced nothing unusual to most 
who are stepping into something new. 
However, all anxiety and uncertainty about 

my new working environment were put at 
ease on experiencing the kindness of the 
writing center staff. I did not find myself in 
a stuffy, academic prison, but in a warm, 
inviting center full of friendly consultants 
who truly care about their peers. Though 
each consultant is uniquely brilliant, they 
employ no intimidation or condescension 
in their interactions with colleagues. 

Our prayer is that any person 
who comes to The Writing Center feels 
the same. We, new and returning 
consultants, believe that this is not just a 
job, but also a ministry. So stop by any 
time, for nothing but hospitable service 
awaits you and your assignment past our 
doors. 

KNOW YOUR CONSULTANT: KATHLEEN O’SULLIVAN 

Sophomore, Double major in English 
and Religion
QUESTIONS

1. What is your greatest reward of working 
at the writing center?

2. What brief advice on writing can you 
share?

3. What is your writing center pet peeve?
4. What is your favorite word to use in 

essays? Why?

ANSWERS
1. Seeing students I’ve helped grow and mature in their writing                                                       
	

2. Practice makes better not perfect 
3. E n d i n g s e n t e n c e s w i t h prepositions 
4 . Tr a n s i t i o n w o rd s l i ke “however” and “by contrast,” because they effect a better flow in a paper

AROUND CAMPUS
Ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo conse quat. Duis aute irure 
dolor in reprehen derit in voluptate velit 
esse molestaie cillum.

I’M STUCK INSIDE 
WRITING PAPERS

AND 

R . . . E . . . A . . . D . . . I . . . N . . . G  

TO WRITE

MORE
PAPERS 

Any Nyack College Student
Overwhelmed? Come to us!
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Want to work with Katie?
Stop by at  the Rockland Writing Center 
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays: 
3-4pm, 3-6pm, 11-1pm respectively. 



CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
 Every week Laura even has one-
on-one tutoring sessions with Oxford 
scholars, who are also professors at the 
University. One of her tutors is known for 
being one of the most prestigious and 
accomplished C.S. Lewis scholars in the 
world. Out of the many papers and 
assignments she has had, Laura can most 
certainly say that one of her favorite 
assignments was on C.S. Lewis’s work, 
entitled “What do you think Lewis was 
trying to achieve in writing The Chronicles 
of Narnia series, and did he achieve it?” 
Evidently, like any writer, Laura’s 
preferences influence her topic choices for 
her writing assignments, causing more 
interest, zeal, and passion to flow into her 
writing process. Laura therefore chose this 
topic because Lewis’s genre of children 
fantasy is her favorite genre. 
 The weekly tutoring sessions that 
Laura attends are very different to those we 
have here at The Writing Center. She 
meets twice a week, an hour each time, 
with two different tutors. One of her tutors 
is incredibly formal and uptight, while the 

other tends to be more encouraging. 
During this time, the tutor focuses not on 
grammar or how to write a paper, but 
rather the content of the paper itself. The 
student begins the session by reading their 
paper aloud, while bracing themselves for 
critique at the end. Compliments are rare, 
but noteworthy when mentioned. Laura is 
always challenged by her sessions. “I feel 
there is a level of brutal honesty from the 
tutors, and they expect significant 
improvement each week.”  
 She mentions that the motto of 
the University is: "Oxford, where your best 
is never good enough." As unnerving as 
this sounds, Laura has a rather positive 
outlook on it: “This is not a negative 
challenge, but a positive one that pushes 
me to work harder and do better than the 
week previous.” The high standards of the 
University allure Laura to work above and 
beyond that which is asked of her.
 The difference between Oxford’s 
academic culture and Nyack’s is also quite 
apparent in their writing style. Laura 
mentions that England’s writing style 
contrasts with American writing “due to the 

! Nyack College hosted its Fifth Annual Nyack Scholars 
Symposium on November 6-7, 2013, entitled, “In Search of 
Happiness: Contributions from the Academic Disciplines.” This 
Symposium, which took place at both Rockland and Manhattan
campuses, showcased the research of the faculty, students, and 
alumni of Nyack College. This year some of our very own writing 
consultants presented at this Symposium. I, and fellow writing 
consultants, Wayne Hansen, Pamela Code, and Christopher Choi 
(alumnus of Nyack College and former writing consultant), 
presented on topics ranging from the functions of Nehemiah’s 
wall, to righteousness, aquaponics, and science and religion when 
facing death.  
     All presenters would agree that preparing for this event 
called for hard work, extensive research, and time. However, the 
fact that our research went towards something more significant 
than a grade made all our hard work quite fulfilling. I was 
privileged to work with Dr. Bennett, a professor of Old Testament 
at Nyack College, who taught me about writing for the academic 
community as opposed to writing for a class. The process indeed 
was an invaluable challenge, stretching us as student writers and 
writing consultants. 

With all the scholars coming together to share this 
platform that is the Nyack Scholars Symposium, I most certainly 
found it an honor for us the consultants to be counted among the 
presenters this year.

• • • by Pierce VanDunk

WRITING CONSULTANTS PRESENT 
AT NYACK SCHOLARS SYMPOSIUM

Continued on page 6
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Pierce 
VanDunk 

presenting at 
the Symposium



 

  

TYPI HABENTWRITING CONSULTANT, ELISABETH SCHEFFEL, TRAVELS TO SPAIN

 During summer 2013, I went on an 
internship to Andalusia, Spain. Though I was able to 
teach English to girls between the ages of four and 
thirteen, my focus was on youth ministry. One day I 
was asked to give a lesson to the youth group on a 
Scripture passage. I prepared to share Psalm 32:8 
and how this verse affected my life.

 Having translated my message 
from English to Spanish, I read the Bible 
passage and gave my testimony. As I 
finished, I looked up to see mostly blank 
stares on the faces of my listeners. 

What was wrong? I had used all the words 
that my Spanish-English Dictionary told me 
to use! I even remembered the grammar 
rules that I learned in high school.
 Evidently, writing or speaking in 
another language is not merely translating 
word for word. Cultural, historical, and social 
implications in our words must also be 
considered. My experience in Spain made me 

aware of the cultural connotations that 
exist in Spanish words and expressions as 
well as in the English language. Now, 
when I am consulting international 
students at Nyack College, I try to ask 
them the meaning behind their phrases, 
because what may seem illogical to me 
may be sensible to them due to their 
cultural context.

KNOW YOUR CONSULTANT: 
MAKEDA CHARLES 

Senior, Psychology major
QUESTIONS

1. What is your greatest reward of working 
at the writing center?

2. What brief advice on writing can you 
share?

3. What is your writing center pet peeve?
4. What is your favorite word to use in 

essays? Why?

Want to work with Makeda?
Stop by at The Writing Center, Manhattan
- Mondays 11-2pm and 6-8pm. 

ANSWERS
1. Witnessing students develop 

       
their critical thinking skills 	
2. Research the topic to help with any block in writing 
3. Lack or inaccurate use of transition words 
4. “Unequivocally,” because it’s an ef fective word to l ink sentences after laying out strong supportive details and ideas 

We asked Dr. Pinkham, Professor of 
English at Nyack College, the following 
questions:

1. What scholarly book or article are you 
currently reading?

2. What book are you reading largely for 
pleasure?

3. Has any book you’ve read changed your 
thinking about your own work? How?

WHAT ARE YOU READING? 

This is how he keeps his mind active:
1. American Zombie Gothic: The Rise and 

Fall (and Rise) of the Walking Dead in 
Popular Culture by Kyle William Bishop

2. Clash of Kings by George R.R. Martin 
3. I’ve been dabbling in zombie books, which 

are giving me more information to deal 
with, more knowledge to wrestle with

• • •  by Elisabeth Scheffel 
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by Kirene Ramesar
• • •

NYACK COLLEGE MANHATTAN HAS 
MOVED TO A NEW LOCATION IN 
NEW YORK CITY!

Starting this Fall 2013, 2 
Washington Street, New York’s Financial 
District near Battery Park, is now the new 
home of Nyack College Manhattan. 
Certainly, this achievement is our Miracle 
in Manhattan, for it is the moment we 
have all been eagerly anticipating! With 
this change, the Writing Center at our 
Manhattan campus has also moved. The 

Center’s new location is now in room 1915, 
on the 19th floor. It is encouraging to share 
how our writing center has been operating 
with this new adjustment. 

Though the center’s location in 
New York City has changed, their ministry 
has not. They are still dedicated to serving 
students at all levels in their writing 
process. Normally, the consultants who are 
on duty during any particular shift ensure 
several computers in the lab are available 
for writing center services. This shared 
space is not the same as the exclusive 
writing center room the center previously 
occupied at the former campus of Nyack 
College Manhattan. Yet, commendable it 

is to see that the center has been coping 
well. They are just as busy as ever, 
attending to students of all the different 
majors across campus, from Psychology 
majors, to Music, Business, Social Work, 
Education, and more. Furthermore, 
students continue to have easy access to the 
writing center through walk-ins, phone 
calls, and emails. 

We thank God that He has 
taught us to do our best with what He has 
placed in our hands. This new shared 
space is only an interim location; but while 
the center is there, they continue to render 
remarkable service to Nyack students.  

Miracle in Manhattan 
The new campus of Nyack College Manhattan

The 2nd 
Annual 

Peer 
Writing 

Conference 

 The 2nd Annual Peer Writing Conference took place on September 3, 2013 at Nyack College 
Manhattan. Dr. Fernando Arzola, Dean of College of Arts and Sciences, introduced the conference. He 
commissioned everyone to “influence the culture of writing” by providing students with the necessary 
skills and strategies for a productive writing process. Dr. Arzola’s compelling speech spurred our 
commitment to help students achieve excellence in their writing. 
 Professor MiIlicent Waterman, Assistant to the Director of The Writing Center, encouraged 
staff in her address at the conference to engage in consulting as a form of ministry. Testimonies were 
shared by Manhattan consultants, revealing how God as the center of every consultation can do more 
for a student beyond granting a desired grade. 

        Professor Beverley Locke, Director of The Writing Center, and Nora Anthony, Student 
Manager of The Writing Center, shared an excellent presentation on the functions and policies that the 
center must maintain for effective operations. Insightful presentations by Rebekah Carroll and Joshua 
Ortiz, the Undergraduate and Graduate Coordinators respectively, were also made. 
 Excitingly enough, this conference provided many writing center staff with their first experience 
of Nyack’s “Miracle in Manhattan” campus. Thus, during a break at the conference a tour of the new 
campus, its spectacular views, new classrooms, offices, and library was given. When the conference 
eventually came to a close, we the staff all left inspired and encouraged to nurture the skill of writing at 
Nyack College that is essential for the present and the future, for excellence in all fields and chosen 
careers. 

by Sarah Yim
• • •

Professor Locke, Director 
of The Writing Center, 

presents at Conference.
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College is indeed an enriching 
experience for students, providing some 
of the most formative years of young 
adulthood. These years, however, are 
but transitory. Every student must 
inevitably move on from college, while 
remaining students bid farewell to all 
their forerunning graduates. In the 
Spring and Fall semesters of 2013, the 
Writing Center has had to share 
goodbyes to five undergraduate 
consultants. Their various strengths, 
talents, and academic experiences have 
contributed to the excellent service of 
the Writing Center, and so we take this 
time to acknowledge them.  

  Four of our Spring 2013 
graduates include, Stuart Guild (extreme 
left), graduating with a double major in 
Biblical and Theological and Religious 
Studies. He was our consultant with a 
repute for articulating complex ideas 
with precision. 
 Next is Hannah Shipman 
(top, middle, left), an Intercultural 
Studies graduate, who was an astute 
writer known to show such ease when 
guiding students through their writing.
 Audrey King (middle right), 
an Education major graduate, was 
known for being pleasant and patient, 
with an effective systematic approach in 
her consulting. 

 Christopher Choi (extreme 
right), a Theology major graduate, 
evidenced an immense passion for his 
field of study that overflowed in his peer 
interactions during consultations.
  And finally, Wayne Hansen 
(bottom, middle, left), graduating this 
fall as an English major, demonstrated 
such intelligence and critical thinking 
skills that are truly noteworthy. 
  Thank you, graduates, for your 
exceptional service to The Writing 
Center! The Writing Center would like 
to wish you all God’s blessings in every 
one of your future endeavors.

• • •
by Pamela Code

Saying Goodbye
Writing Consultant Graduates of 2013

 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
 fact that one does not state their thesis in 
the opening paragraph. Instead, a writer 
begins with a broader discussion, which 
leads to a question that must be 
answered in the conclusion of the text. 
Thus, the paper does not state the thesis 
until the last page or paragraph.” It is 
similar to American writing in that 
outside sources must be sought, since 
papers are required to have answers that 
are heavily research based. Being situated 

amidst such an academic culture as this, 
Laura says the English culture has 
definitely rubbed off on her writing. She 
has learned to be more careful, concise, 
and never ambiguous with her words. 
She also notes that she has learned to 
tone down any verbose writing, all to 
reformat the structure of her essays to fit 
the British style.

I’m writing to commend the writing center on helping my students with their recent book review due for my Christian thought class.  The consultants really did GREAT work, and my students owe their improved                            
grades to them.	
One particular area the consultants helped my students with was to see the “big picture” about how to write a paper, how to create an argument, cite, capitalize, and more.  • • • Dr. Amy Davis, Prof of Theology and Bible at Nyack College, Nyack. 10/23/13
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DR. AMY 
DAVIS 

COMMENDS 
THE WRITING 

CENTER

Continued on page 9



NYU, 
Columbia, 

Cornell, 
Princeton

How Nyack’s writing center is 
different from others’

by Kirene Ramesar

• • •

Ever wondered what other 
writing centers are like? Especially at Ivy 
League schools like Columbia, Cornell, 
and Princeton? Take a look at this. 
Columbia University’s writing center 
opens Monday to Friday from 10am–
5pm/8pm, and Sunday 12pm-8pm. 
Cornell’s writing center operates Monday 
to Thursday 3:30pm-5:30pm and at a 
different location Sunday to Thursday 
7pm-10pm. Princeton’s opens 7pm-10pm 
Sunday through Thursday by drop in 
only. Consider even New York 
University: theirs opens Monday to 
Thursday 10am-8pm, and Friday 
11am-4pm. Note too, their tutoring 
sessions are only 40-45 minutes long! 

So, what makes The Writing 
Center at Nyack College different? We’re 
open the longest and the latest! Because 
which one of these opens till midnight? Not 
one! Our one-on-one sessions are even 50 
minutes long! And also, note that we offer 
both walk-ins AND appointments. Lastly, 
but very importantly, we don’t just focus on 
the final draft. We embrace the entire 
writing process. 

So you can clearly see that with 
these long hours our center accommodates   
the crazy, hectic schedules of Nyack students 

across all disciplines. If you’re busy today, 
that’s okay! The writing center is sure to be 
open another time when you’re free. You 
see, we understand. Students need ready 
access to writing guidance and feedback at 
least once in four years. For which college 
student is never assigned at least one 
challenging assignment? And which student 
at Nyack doesn’t have at least one professor 
that requires a writing center visit? 
Therefore, it is undebatable that writing 
papers IS the college life. And our resolve is 
to provide students with the best help to live 
this life. 

 And don’t forget, we’re all for 
assisting you in ANY part of your writing 
process! If your paper is blank and bleak 
because your assignment details daunt you. 
If you need help with brainstorming, 
processing ideas, critical thinking, 
developing a thesis, grammar, syntax, and 
more. Even if your paper is due tomorrow, 
next week, next month, or even overdue. 
Come! Our doors are open to offer the 
support that can improve any paper!

NEED UNDERGRADUATE & 
GRADUATE ASSISTANCE AT 

NYC & ROCKLAND?

Rockland Writing 
Center

Address: 
1 South Boulevard, Nyack  NY, 10960                                             North Campus, above Bailey Library

Phone: 845-675-4443
Email: 
thewritingcenter@nyack.edu

AROUND CAMPUS

When I’m done with my paper, I’m 
done. I hate reading it over. But at 
the writing center, they go over the 
paper with me, showing me how 
well I write. I definitely gain so 
much confidence to submit my 
paper. And my grade is always 
definitely better because of the visit. 

• • • 
Felicita Ruiz, Junior, Education

When I go to the writing center, I get 
help to understand where my editing 
was weak, and what things I should 
work on in my own editing before I 
reach the writing center.  

• • • 
Anna-Kay Cooper, Junior, Psychology 
& minor in Business

How To Make 
An 

Appointment - 
3 Options

1. Walk-in
2. Call
3. Email

Walk-ins 
without 

Appointments
We also accept these. 

However, we operate 
on a first-come, first-
served basis. 
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NYC Writing Center
Address: 
Manhattan campus, 19th floor, room 1915
Phone: 646-378-6139
Email: 
millicent.waterman@nyack.edu
diana.ciubotaru@nyack.edu
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Writing Tip for Fall 2013: TRADEMARKS ARE ADJECTIVES

FINALS WEEK 
Opening Hours

Rockland Writing Center

Mon-Tues 12/9-12/10
Normal opening hours 

Wed 12/11                   	

1-5pm; 6-9pm

Thurs 12/12                	

1-5pm; 6-9pm

Fri 12/13                         	

1-5pm

Sat 12/14                      	

Closed 

NYC Writing Center

Wed 12/11-Wed 12/18
Normal opening hours 

Thurs-Fri 12/19-12/20
Closed

Goose – Gooses. 
Cactus – Cactuses 
Tooth - Tooths

What a silly list. No one reading this 
blurb really makes such elementary 
pluralization errors, right? 

Right. 

But when we write at the college level, 
our errors are more … ((in my best 
British accent)) … sophisticated. 

For example
--- What if you had to pluralize a 
trademark like PS4, BlackBerry, 
Macintosh, or Wells Fargo?
--- There are two ways to do it – the 
official way & the casual way. 

To do this, we must remember our 
helpful tip of the semester: 

trademarks are adjectives. This means 
that they should be followed by the 
noun they modify. The noun is the 
generic name of a product or service. 
So…

THE OFFICIAL WAY

• “I own ten PS4 Systems, 
Macintosh computers, 
Blackberry smartphones, and 
Wells Fargo banks.”

It would NOT be written PS4’s, 
BlackBerries, Macintoshes, or Wells 
Fargoes

THE CASUAL WAY

• “I own ten PS4s, Macintoshs, 
BlackBerrys, and Wells 
Fargos.”

Typically, you would just add an ‘s’ to 
the end. This is common and used in 
unofficial writing, but is not 
technically correct.

By Josh Ortiz
• • •
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

	 Now two months and 80 plus 
written pages into her fall semester, 
Laura has observed tremendous growth 
in her writing and research. She is 
determined that the work ethic she has 
adopted will carry on in her continued 
schooling next fall in the States. The 
challenges she has faced give her new 
perspective on the importance of being 
self-driven and proud of her own work, 
but also humble enough to realize that 
improvements can always be 
implemented. She plans to continue 
taking the lessons she has learned and 
apply them to every aspect of her life in 
and outside of England. 

 The beauty of the old campus, 
the closeness of London, the new family 
of students, and a newly found love for 
the Anglican Church have all heightened 
Laura’s appreciation for faith, scholarship, 
knowledge, and adventure. Laura firmly 
believes that just as Christ values our 
faith, he also values our pursuit of 
knowledge her here on Earth.
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Dr. Fred Arzola 
Dean of College of Arts & Sciences 

Dr. Jonathan Gates
Head of Languages, Literature, and Writing

Prof. Beverley Locke 

Director of The Writing Center

Prof. Millicent Waterman 
Assistant to the Director

FROM THE DIRECTOR, 
PROFESSOR BEVERLEY LOCKE

I sincerely believe that the work of the Writing Center is an important one.  Increasingly, writing centers are no longer being seen as supplementary, but as programs that are central to the mission of the school and an essential part of attracting and retaining students. To that end, I am thankful for the hard work that our staff puts in every day to assist their fellow students in the writing process. Our Peer Writing Consultants are a vital part of our college community. Please take a moment to encourage them as we leave for Christmas Break. May your season be one that is filled with His Peace!

A thought-provoking 
quote

What is written without 
effort is read without 

Some valuable advice

“Write. Rewrite. When not writing or rewriting, 
read. I know of no shortcuts.”
— Larry L. King, WD


